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We demonstrate laser direct growth of few layer graphene on a silicon substrate. In our study, a

continuous wave laser beam was focused on a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)-coated silicon

wafer to evaporate PMMA and melt the silicon wafer. Carbon atoms, decomposed from PMMA,

were absorbed by the molten silicon surface, and then separated from silicon in the cooling process

to form few-layer graphene. This Si-catalyzed method will provide a new approach and platform

for applications of graphene. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3675636]

Owing to the unique structural and electrical properties,

graphene, a two-dimensional atomic-thick crystal with car-

bon atoms packed in a honeycomb lattice, is regarded as one

of the most important materials for future high-performance

devices.1–3 As the first step for these applications, synthesis

of graphene has been the focus of research in recent years.2,4

Until now, CVD (chemical vapor deposition) has been a

main route to obtain large-scale high-quality graphene,

though other techniques have also been developed to pro-

duce single or few-layer graphene, such as thermal decompo-

sition of SiC,5 arc charge,6 and carbon nanotube (CNT) un-

zipping.7 In a CVD process, Cu, Ni, or other metals act as

catalyst through surface precipitation of carbon.8–10 In addi-

tion to vapor phase carbon sources such as CH4 and C2H2,

solid carbon source has also been used. Sun et al. produced

graphene on Cu and Ni film using poly(methyl methacrylate)

(PMMA).11 Due to the existence of the metal films, the gra-

phene films need be transferred to other substrate using poly-

dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Ref. 12) or PMMA (Ref. 13).

Silicon wafer is the most important single-crystal substrate

used for semiconductor devices and integrated circuits. Sue-

mitsu et al. produced epitaxial graphene on Si substrate.14 In

their approach, a SiC film of about 100 nm-thick was depos-

ited on the Si wafer before growth, so graphene was grown

on the SiC surface. Direct growth of graphene on bare Si

substrate without any other material is very attractive. Gra-

phene films can form a Schottky junction with Si, which can

produce a built-in electric field and realize electron-hole sep-

aration, and has been used to fabricate solar cells.15

In this work, we demonstrate direct synthesis of

few-layer graphene on silicon. A PMMA film, coated on a Si

substrate, was used as carbon source. Thermal energy is pro-

vided by laser irradiation. Laser synthesis of graphene on

SiC has been reported.16 In our approach, laser irradiation

evaporates and decomposes the PMMA film and melts the

surface of silicon. The carbon atoms are then absorbed and

dissolved in melted silicon. In the cooling process, the dis-

solved carbon is extracted from the melted silicon to form

few-layer graphene.

A 1 cm� 2 cm p-type (111)-oriented Si wafer was used

as the substrate to grow graphene. The silicon wafer was

cleaned and the native oxide layer was removed in buffer

hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution to form H-terminated silicon

surface. A PMMA (nano 950 K PMMA 4% in Anisole) layer

was coated on the Si surface by spin coating. The PMMA-

coated Si substrate was covered by a quartz wafer of the

same size, and then the quartz and silicon wafers were fixed

on a sample stage using two spring clamps. The purpose of

using the quartz wafer is to maintain a high enough concen-

tration of carbon after PMMA is evaporated and dissociated

by laser irradiation. The growth was conducted in a vacuum

chamber, which was pumped and purged using high-purity

N2 gas, and then maintained at a pressure below 0.1 Torr. A

continuous wave (CW) Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of

532 nm was focused on the Si surface using a lens of

150 mm focal length. The diameter of the laser spot on the

sample surface is about 20 lm. In our system, a laser power

of 3.1 W can melt the surface of the Si wafer.

Figure 1(a) is an SEM (scanning electron microscopy,

Hitachi S-4800) image of the laser-irradiated area, showing

that irradiation of the laser beam generates a circular area

with a visible boundary. The diameter of the laser-irradiated

area is about 20 lm, similar to the laser spot size. The laser

power used is 3.1 W, and the heating time is 5 min. The

higher magnification SEM image in Fig. 1(b) shows that due

to melting of silicon, the surface is not even at a scale of mi-

crometer. Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool for charac-

terizing graphene, which can provide rich structural

information. In general, there are three major Raman peaks

around 1350 cm�1 (D band), 1580 cm�1 (G band), and

2700 cm�1 (2D band). The D band is due to first-order scat-

tering by zone-boundary phonons caused by disorder or

defect in the sp2 C, such as point defects, subdomain bounda-

ries, and edges.17–19 The G band is associated with the dou-

bly degenerate zone center E2g mode.20 The ratio between

the Raman intensities of D and G bands, I(D)/I(G), is an im-

portant factor for evaluating the amount of structural defects

and the domain size of graphene.17,18 The 2D band is associ-

ated with second-order scattering by zone-boundary pho-

nons.21 2D Raman band shape, position, full width at

half-maximum (FWHM), and I(G)/I(2D) ratio are finger

prints to identify the number of layers of graphene.8,11,21,22

In our study, Raman measurements were carried out with

laser excitation at 532 nm (Horiba Jobin Yvon XploRA). A

100� objective lens was used, and the laser spot size was

�0.6 lm. Each spectrum was an average of 3 acquisitions

(10 s of accumulation time per acquisition). Figures
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2(a)–2(c) are typical Raman mapping of the D, G, and 2D

bands. The brightness is proportional to the height of Raman

peak. Figure 2(a) shows that the higher D peak appears on

the edge of the graphene, the same as previous Raman stud-

ies of graphene edges.19,23 Meanwhile, the graphene growth

area has the same shape and size as the laser-irradiated area

in Fig. 1, which confirms that the growth of graphene only

happens in the laser-melted Si surface. Figure 2(d) shows

typical Raman spectra from the central area. A weak D peak

at 1348 cm�1 and a strong G peak at 1590 cm�1 are apparent.

The I(D)/I(G) ratio is about 0.076, which indicates that the

graphene has good quality with a few defects. In general, the

2D band position at 2680 cm�1 (Ref. 8) and FWHM of about

30 cm�1 (Refs. 11 and 22) are related to monolayer gra-

phene. In our case, the 2D band is located at 2685 cm�1, and

its FWHM is about 38 cm�1. Up-shifted and boarder 2D

band compared with monolayer graphene suggest the as-

grown graphene has two or more layers. In addition, the

Raman spectra has an I(G)/I(2D) ratio of 1.01, indicating

most of the products are bi- or tri-layer graphene.8,11,22,24

As mentioned previously, a quartz wafer was fixed on

top of PMMA-coated silicon for maintaining a high enough

concentration of carbon from laser-dissociated PMMA. For

comparison, experiments were also preformed without using

the quartz wafer. The resulting Raman signals were much

weaker and discontinuous in the laser heated area. On the

other hand, when the quartz wafer was used, there would be

a small gap between the quartz wafer and the silicon sub-

strate during laser heating due to localized thermal expansion

in the laser heated area. The gap size is estimated to be of

the order of micrometers using thermal expansion coeffi-

cients of the wafers and the estimated temperature rise. This

narrow gap provided a leakage path for laser-dissociated

gases.

For growth of graphene on metal, two main growth

mechanisms were proposed. On Ni, graphene was produced

via carbon dissolution and precipitation.9 On Cu, the growth

can be explained by surface-catalyzed process, which

involves carbon nucleation on the Cu surface, and the growth

of graphene with the addition of carbon to the edges.23 How-

ever, both of these growth mechanisms cannot explain the

graphene growth on Si. Cu or Ni maintains solid in the gra-

phene growth process. We found that if the laser power was

below the melting point of silicon, there was no graphene

grown on the silicon surface.

Figures 3(a)–3(f) are optical images of the laser-

irradiated areas with different illumination times. In less than

1 s, PMMA in the center of the laser-irradiated area was

removed, but the bare silicon surface had no visible change.

During laser heating, the edge of PMMA film was melted

and evaporated continuously, exposing a larger bare silicon

surface. Outside this bare silicon surface, PMMA is intact.

At 3 min, a small dark spot can be seen at the center of the

laser-illuminated area, indicating that the temperature of the

silicon surface reached the melting point. From 3 to 15 min,

the diameter of the dark spot increased continuously. At

15 min, the surface tension as well as evaporation forced liq-

uid silicon to form a crater-shaped surface topography.25,26

Figure 3(g) is the Raman spectra recorded at the center of

laser-irradiated areas. Before or at the beginning of the sili-

con melting process, no Raman peaks could be observed. As

melting continues for several minutes, Raman signals of gra-

phene appear. According to the C-Si binary phase diagram,

the solid solubility of C in Si at 1200 to 1400 �C is only

�10�4 to 10�3 at. %, while the solubility of C in liquid Si at

the eutectic point (1404 �C) is about 0.75 at. %. Therefore,

there is not enough carbon absorbed by solid Si for the

FIG. 1. Growth of graphene using a PMMA-coated Si covered by a quartz

wafer, with a laser power of 3.1 W for 5 min. (a) SEM image of laser-

processed Si surface; (b) a magnified SEM image of the center of the laser-

irradiated area.

FIG. 2. (a)-(c) Raman maps of the D (1300 to 1400 cm�1), G (1560 to

1620 cm�1), and 2D (2660 to 2700 cm�1) bands, respectively. The wave-

length of the Raman excitation laser is 532 nm. (d) Typical Raman spectra

recorded from the central area in (a)-(c).
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formation of graphene. When illuminated for 5 min, the

Raman spectrum is similar to that in Fig. 2, indicating forma-

tion of 2–3 layer graphene. When illuminated for 15 min, the

I(G)/I(2D) ratio is 2.67, which signifies the as-grown gra-

phene has no less than 4 layers.24

Based on the above discussions, the growth of graphene

on Si is a liquid-Si-catalyzed process. PMMA was decom-

posed on the surface of molten silicon. The diffusion of car-

bon atoms into molten silicon took several minutes in order

for silicon to absorb enough carbon atoms. In the cooling

process, the decrease of the solubility of C drove the C-Si

separation, and the precipitated carbon atoms were coalesced

and nucleated to form a graphene film.

In summary, we synthesized few-layer graphene on sili-

con without any metal catalyst using laser-heated CVD. It

was found that the silicon surface was melted under laser

irradiation, and liquid Si acted as a catalyst to absorb, dis-

solve, and finally extract carbon atoms to form graphene.

The amount of absorbed carbon atoms can be controlled by

the laser illumination time, which determines the number of

graphene layers. The method can potentially be scaled up for

wafer scale manufacturing using the “flash and step” method

similar to that used in photolithography.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a)-(f) Optical micrographs of laser-irradiated areas.

The laser power is 3.1 W and the illumination time is 1 s, 30 s, 2 min, 3 min,

5 min, and 15 min, respectively. (g) The corresponding Raman spectra

recorded from the center of the laser-irradiated area in (a)-(f).
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